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Two different worlds

- Innovation is our commitment - My team is not really skilled for these tasks

- We are the company you can trust - We keep allowing the same mistakes the past 15 years

- We make things happen - These are tough decisions – no executive will make them

- We are a people centric organisation - There is no communication between our departments
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Efficiency is a concept you practice

Efficiency is a 

mind-set

Not a tool
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The problem is behavioural not technological

If we don’t understand what problem we are trying to solve, we will probably not choose the right solution

We don’t realise what skills our positions require

We don’t know what motivates people

We don’t know peoples’ strengths & weaknesses 
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We seek automation without optimisation

Reporting 

only shows 

symptoms

NOT the 

problems
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We seek transformation without collaboration

AI&ML can only give you the answer to “life, the universe and everything”

Predictive modeling can give you insights…

… but will not teach you problem solving, collaboration, execution, etc. 
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We got used to inefficiencies and they became habits

Technology will not change peoples’ habits by itself … someone has to lead the change

Who wants change?

Who wants to change?

Who wants to lead change?
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Forget Too Big to Fail…

Organisations are Too Big to Change!

… while on flight!

Change feels more like trying to fix a plane’s engine…
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Don’t just blame leadership… we are ALL part of the problem

PG 13

Solon (c. 638 – c. 558 BC)

«Γηράσκω δ’ αἰεὶ πολλὰ διδασκόμενος»

(I grow old ever learning many things)

(or As I grow older, I constantly learn more)

“Madiba would not have sustained that hope, 

had he been alone in this struggle…

… we need a collective spirit and effort”

Take ownership of  ‘your change’

Obama
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